
2020 VISION—LOOKING TO JESUS 

Mark 4:21-34 

 

*4 lessons from Jesus that Mark shares in conjunction the parable of the soils: 

#1 = A Lesson in           = We Cannot              Truth:  21-23 

 *Jesus’ object lesson = a light! 

 *2 obvious insights shared in this lesson: 

 *the proper use of light =     it:  21 

 

 *the intended purpose of light =     truth:  22-23 

 

 

#2 = A Lesson in            = We Must              Truth:  24-25 

 *Jesus’ object lesson = a measuring device! 

 *3 practical truths shared in this lesson: 

 *a command =    on what you know:  24a 

 

 *a promise =    comes from obedience:  24b 

  

 *a warning =     does not equal possession:  25 

 

 

#3 = A Lesson in             = We Cannot                Fruit:  26-29 

 *Jesus’ object lesson = a farmer! 

 *3 guiding thoughts shared in this lesson: 

 *the     :  26-29 

 

 *the     :  28-29 

  

 *the     :  27-29 

 

 

#4 = A Lesson in            = We Will     Fruit:  30-32 

 *Jesus’ object lesson = a mustard seed! 

 *2 required responses to the message: 

 *God’s kingdom had     beginnings:  31 

 

 *God’s kingdom will have     influence:  32 
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